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GALAHAD, a library of thread-safe Fortran 90pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimizationNiholas I. M. GouldComputational Siene and Engineering Department, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,Chilton, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, England, EUDominique OrbanECE Department, Northwestern University, Evanston Il 60208, USAandPhilippe L. TointDepartment of Mathematis, University of Namur, B-5000 Namur, Belgium, EUWe desribe the design of version 1.0 of GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization. The library partiularly addresses quadrati programming problems,ontaining both interior point and ative set algorithms, as well as tools for preproessing problemsprior to solution. It also ontains an updated version of the venerable nonlinear programmingpakage, LANCELOT.Categories and Subjet Desriptors: G.4 [Mathematial Software℄: Algorithm design and anal-ysisGeneral Terms: AlgorithmsAdditional Key Words and Phrases: Fortran 90, GALAHAD, LANCELOT, large-sale nonlinearoptimization, large-sale quadrati programming1. INTRODUCTIONWe released our large-sale nonlinear programming pakage LANCELOT [Conn,Gould and Toint, 1992℄ late in 1991. Over the intervening years, LANCELOT Ahas been used by a large number of people, both via free soure downloads fromour WWW sites and by means of the NEOS faility [Czyzyk, Mesnier and Mor�e,1998℄ from the Optimization Tehnology Center at Argonne National Laboratoryand Northwestern University in the USA. It is fair to say that we (and others)reognised its limitations from the outset, and it has long been our goal eventuallyto provide a suitable suessor.LANCELOT A was written in Fortran 77. Despite the widespread availability ofgood Fortran 77 ompilers, the limitations of the language, partiularly the abseneof standardised memory alloation failities, proved to be a serious limitation, es-peially for large problems. Work started in 1995 on a Fortran 90 implementation,This work was supported in part by the EPSRC grant GR/R46641.Permission to make digital/hard opy of all or part of this material without fee for personalor lassroom use provided that the opies are not made or distributed for pro�t or ommerialadvantage, the ACM opyright/server notie, the title of the publiation, and its date appear, andnotie is given that opying is by permission of the ACM, In. To opy otherwise, to republish,to post on servers, or to redistribute to lists requires prior spei� permission and/or a fee. 2003 ACM 1529-3785/2003/0700-0001 $5.00ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003, Pages 1{19.



2 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Tointpartiularly to take advantage of the new language's memory manipulation featuresand array onstruts, and by 1997 we had a working prototype of the improvedLANCELOT B. We had hosen to stay with Fortran rather than C, say, partiallybeause many of the pakage's key (external) omponents, most espeially the HSL[2002℄ sparse matrix odes produed by our olleagues, are all Fortran based, andalso beause we believed (and still believe) Fortran 90 apable of providing all ofthe failities we needed.Regrettably, at or around that time, a number of our olleagues had started torelease the results of omparative tests of their new odes|for instane SNOPT[Gill, Murray and Saunders, 2002℄, LOQO [Vanderbei and Shanno, 1999℄, KNITRO[Byrd, Hribar and Noedal, 1999℄, and FilterSQP [Flether and Ley�er, 2002℄|against LANCELOT A, and the results made frankly rather depressing reading forus [Dolan and Mor�e, 2000, Benson, Shanno and Vanderbei, 2001, and Chin, 2001℄,LANCELOT often, but far from always, being signi�antly outperformed. Quitelearly, the promise always held for large-sale sequential quadrati programming(SQP) methods, based on how they outperformed other tehniques in omparativetests suh as those due to (Hok and Shittkowski 1981), was now being realised,and the limit of what might be ahieved by augmented Lagrangian methods suhas LANCELOT A had probably been reahed.Relutantly, we abandoned any plans to release LANCELOT B at that time, andturned our attention instead to SQP methods. To our minds, there had neverreally been muh doubt that SQP methods would be more suessful in the longterm, but there had been general onerns over how to solve (approximately) theirall-important (large-sale) quadrati programming (QP) subproblems. Thus, wedeided that our next goal should be to produe high-quality QP odes for even-tual inorporation in our own SQP algorithm(s). Sine we believe that there mightbe onsiderable interest from others in suh odes, we have deided to release thesebefore we have �nalised our SQP solver(s). And sine we realised that far from pro-duing a single pakage, we are now in e�et building a library of independent butinter-related pakages, we have hosen to release an (evolving) large-sale nonlinearoptimization library, GALAHAD.In some sense GALAHAD Version 1.0 is a stop-gap, sine, although it inludesthe upgraded B version of LANCELOT, we doubt seriously whether LANCELOTB is a state-of-the-art solver for general nonlinear programming problems. WhatGALAHAD V1.0 does provide are the quadrati programming solvers and relatedtools that we antiipate will allow us to develop the next-generation SQP solverswe intend to introdue in Version 2 of the library.2. LIBRARY CONTENTSEah pakage in GALAHAD is written as a Fortran 90 module, and the odes areall threadsafe. The default preision for real arguments is double, but this is easilytransformed to single in a UNIX environment using provided sed sripts. Eahpakage has aompanying doumentation and a test program. The latter attemptsto exeute as muh of the pakage as realistially possible. (The fat that some ofthe pakages are intended for nonlinear problems makes it diÆult to ensure thatevery statement is exeuted, sine some segments of ode are intended to ope withACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 3pathologial behaviour that annot be ruled out in theory but nevertheless seemsnever to our in pratie.) Options to pakages may be passed both diretly,through subroutine arguments, and indiretly, via option-spei�ation �les. Theseond mehanism is partiularly useful when there is a hierarhy of pakages forwhih a user wishes to hange an option for one of the dependent pakages withoutreompilation.2.1 OverviewGALAHAD omprises the following major pakages:. LANCELOT B is a sequential augmented Lagrangian method for minimizing a(nonlinear) objetive subjet to general (nonlinear) onstraints and simple bounds.. QPB is a primal-dual interior-point trust-region method for minimizing a generalquadrati objetive funtion over a polyhedral region.. QPA is an ative/working-set method for minimizing a general quadrati obje-tive funtion over a polyhedral region.. LSQP is an interior-point method for minimizing a linear or separable onvexquadrati funtion over a polyhedral region.. PRESOLVE is a method for preproessing linear and quadrati programmingproblems prior to solution by other pakages.. GLTR is a method for minimizing a general quadrati objetive funtion overthe interior or boundary of a (saled) hyper-sphere.. SILS provides an interfae to the HSL sparse-matrix pakage MA27 that is fun-tionally equivalent to the more reent HSL pakage HSL MA57.. SCU uses a Shur omplement update to �nd the solution of a sequene of linearsystems for whih the solution involving a leading sub-matrix may be found by othermeans.In addition, GALAHAD ontains the following auxiliary pakages:. QPP reorders linear and quadrati programming problems to a onvenient formprior to solution by other pakages.. QPT provides a derived type for holding linear and quadrati programmingproblems.. SMT provides a derived type for holding sparse matries in a variety of formats.. SORT gives implementations of both Quik-sort and Heap-sort methods.. RAND provides pseudo-random numbers.. SPECFILE allows users to provide options to other pakages, using lists ofkeyword-value pairs given in pakage-dependent option-spei�ation �les.. SYMBOLS assigns values to a list of ommonly used GALAHAD variables.2.2 Details of major GALAHAD pakages2.2.1 LANCELOT B. LANCELOT A is fully desribed in Conn et al. [1992℄, andthe results of omprehensive tests are given in Conn, Gould and Toint [1996a℄. Theenlivened LANCELOT B o�ers a number of improvements over its predeessor. Newfeatures inlude ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



4 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Toint|automati alloation of workspae,|a non-monotone desent strategy [see Toint, 1997, and Conn, Gould and Toint,2000a, x10.1℄ to be used by default,|optional use of Mor�e and Toraldo [1991℄-type projetions [see also Lin and Mor�e,1999a℄ during the subproblem solution phase,|an interfae to Lin and Mor�e's [1999b℄ publi domain inomplete Cholesky fa-torization pakage ICFS for use as a preonditioner,|optional use of strutured trust regions to model strutured problems better [seeConn, Gould, Sartenaer and Toint, 1996b, and Conn et al., 2000a, x10.2℄,|more exibility over the hoie of derivatives, whih need only be provided for asubset of the element funtions from whih the problem is built, the remainderbeing estimated by di�erenes or seant approximations.The main reason for extending LANCELOT's life is as a prototype for what maybe ahieved using Fortran 90/95 in preparation for future GALAHAD SQP solvers,sine the problem data struture and interfae is unlikely to hange signi�antly.To illustrate the e�ets of the new features, both LANCELOT A and LANCELOTB (using a number of new options) were run on all the examples (exept linear andquadrati programs) from the CUTEr test set [Gould, Orban and Toint, 2002a℄. TheCUTEr set di�ers from its predeessor in CUTE [Bongartz, Conn, Gould and Toint,1995℄ both in the number of problems and by virtue of a long-overdue inreasein default dimensions for all variable-dimensional problems. The options new toLANCELOT B that we onsidered were as follows:|The default: a non-monotone desent strategy with a history length of 1, a bandpreonditioner with semi-bandwidth 5, and exat seond derivatives.|The default, exept that a monotone desent strategy is used.|The default, exept that SR1 approximations to the seond derivatives are used.|The default, exept that the Lin and Mor�e's [1999b℄ inomplete Cholesky fator-ization preonditioner, ICFS, with 5 extra work vetors, is used.|The default, exept that the Mor�e and Toraldo [1991℄ projeted searh, with 5restarts is used.|The default, exept that a strutured trust region [Conn et al., 1996b℄ is used.|The default, exept that the history length for the non-monotone desent strategyis inreased to 5.LANCELOT A was run with its defaults, sine an exhaustive test of other LANCELOTA options has already been performed [Conn et al., 1996a℄.In Figure 2.1 the performane pro�les [Dolan and Mor�e, 2001℄ for the CPU time(in seonds) and the numbers of funtion evaluations from these tests are reported.All experiments were performed on a single proessor of a Compaq AlphaServerDS20 with 3.5 Gbytes of RAM, using the Compaq f90 ompiler with full mahine-spei� optimization. Runs were regarded as unsuessful (and terminated) if theyreahed 30 minutes CPU time or 10000 funtion evaluations. Of the 749 problemsthus onsidered (and for the best of the options), 151 (roughly 20%) were terminatedACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 5for that reason or beause the evaluation of problem funtions led to oating-point exeptions. Of those requiring more than 30 minutes/10000 alls, most ouldultimately be solved by inreasing the CPU and iteration limits.Suppose that a given algorithm i from a ompeting set A reports a statistisij � 0 when run on example j from our test set T , and that the smaller thisstatisti the better the algorithm is onsidered. Letk(s; s�; �) = � 1 if s � �s�0 otherwise.Then, the performane pro�le of algorithm i is the funtionpi(�) = Pj2T k(si;j ; s�j ; �)jT j with � � 1;where s�j = mini2A sij . Thus pi(1) gives the fration of the number of examples forwhih algorithm i was the most e�etive (aording to statistis sij), pi(2) gives thefration for whih algorithm i is within a fator of 2 of the best, and lim��!1 pi(�)gives the fration of examples for whih the algorithm sueeded. We onsider suha pro�le to be a very e�etive means of omparing algorithms and (in this ase)the relative merits of the new options available in LANCELOT B.The bene�ts of the non-monotone strategy are apparent in terms of both CPUtime and funtion evaluation redutions. Likewise, the Lin-Mor�e (for funtion eval-uations) and Mor�e-Toraldo (for CPU time) options both prove to be advantageous.In addition, we are pleased to see that the best of the new options show some gainwith respet to LANCELOT A, partiularly as we were initially onerned that mov-ing from Fortran 77 to 90 might give rise to some performane penalties. The onlynew option that we are disappointed with is the use of a strutured trust region,and, on the basis of these tests, we annot really reommend this strategy. The fullset of results are available as an internal report [Gould, Orban and Toint, 2002b℄.2.2.2 QPB. The module QPB is an implementation of a primal-dual feasible interior-point trust-region method for quadrati programming.To set the sene, the quadrati programming problem is tominimizex2IRn q(x) � 12xTHx+ gTx (2.1)subjet to the general linear onstraintsli � aTi x � ui ; i = 1; : : : ;m; (2.2)and the simple bound onstraintsxlj � xj � xuj ; j = 1; : : : ; n; (2.3)for given vetors g, ai, l, u, xl, xu and a given symmetri (but not neessarilyde�nite) matrix H . Equality onstraints and �xed variables are allowed by settingui = li and xuj = xlj as required, and any or all of the onstraint bounds maybe in�nite. The required solution x to (2.1){(2.3) satis�es the primal optimalityonditions Ax =  (2.4)ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



6 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Toint
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GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 7and l �  � u; xl � x � xu; (2.5)the dual optimality onditionsHx+ g = AT y + z; y = yl + yu and z = zl + zu; (2.6)and yl � 0; yu � 0; zl � 0 and zu � 0; (2.7)and the omplementary slakness onditions(Ax � l)T yl = 0; (Ax � u)T yu = 0; (x� xl)T zl = 0 and (x� xu)T zu = 0;(2.8)where  is an additional vetor of primal variables, the vetors y and z are Lagrangemultipliers for the general linear onstraints and the dual variables for the bounds,respetively, and where the vetor inequalities hold omponentwise.Primal-dual interior-point methods iterate towards a point that satis�es the op-timality onditions (2.4){(2.8) by ultimately aiming to satisfy (2.4), (2.6) and (2.8),while ensuring that (2.5) and (2.7) are satis�ed as strit inequalities at eah stage.Appropriate norms of the amounts by whih (2.4), (2.6) and (2.8) fail to be satis�edare known as the primal and dual infeasibility, and the violation of omplementaryslakness, respetively. The fat that (2.5) and (2.7) are satis�ed as strit inequal-ities gives suh methods their name, interior-point methods.The problem is solved in two phases. The goal of the �rst \initial feasible point"phase is to �nd a stritly interior point that is primal feasible (satis�es (2.4)). TheGALAHAD pakage LSQP (see x2.2.4) is used for this purpose, and o�ers the optionsof either aepting the �rst stritly feasible point found, or preferably of aiming forthe so-alled \analyti enter" of the feasible region. Given suh a suitable initialfeasible point, the seond \optimality" phase ensures that (2.4) remains satis�edwhile iterating to satisfy dual feasibility (2.6) and omplementary slakness (2.8).It proeeds by approximately minimizing a sequene of barrier funtionsq(x) � �24 mXi=1 log(i � li) + mXi=1 log(ui � i) + nXj=1 log(xj � xlj) + nXj=1 log(xuj � xj)35 ;for an appropriate sequene of positive barrier parameters � onverging to zero,while ensuring that (2.4) remains satis�ed and that x and  are stritly interiorpoints for (2.5). Note that terms in the above summations orresponding to in�nitebounds are ignored, and that equality onstraints are treated speially.Eah of the barrier subproblems is solved using a trust-region method. Suha method generates a trial orretion step (Æx; Æ) to the urrent iterate (x; ) byreplaing the nonlinear barrier funtion loally by a suitable quadrati model, andapproximately minimizing this model in the intersetion of (2.4) and a trust regionk(Æx; Æ)k � � for some appropriate positive trust-region radius � and norm k � k.The step is aepted/rejeted and the radius adjusted on the basis of how auratelythe model reprodues the value of the barrier funtion at the trial step. If the stepproves to be unaeptable, a linesearh is performed along the step to obtain anaeptable new iterate. In pratie, the natural primal \Newton" model of theACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



8 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Tointbarrier funtion is almost always less suessful than an alternative primal-dualmodel, and onsequently the primal-dual model is usually to be preferred.The trust-region subproblem is approximately solved using the ombined onjugate-gradient/Lanzos method [see Gould, Hribar and Noedal, 2001 and Gould, Luidi,Roma and Toint, 1999a℄ implemented in the GALAHAD module GLTR (see x2.2.6).Suh a method requires a suitable preonditioner, and in our ase, the only ex-ibility we have is in approximating the model of the Hessian. Although using a�xed form of preonditioning is sometimes e�etive, we have provided the optionof an automati hoie that aims to balane the ost of applying the preondi-tioner against the need for an aurate solution of the trust-region subproblem.The preonditioner is applied using the GALAHAD fatorization pakage SILS (seex2.2.7)|or optionally using HSL MA57 from HSL if this is available|but options atthis stage are to fatorize the preonditioner as a whole (the so-alled \augmentedsystem" approah) or to perform a blok elimination �rst (the \Shur-omplement"approah). The latter is usually to be preferred when a (non-singular) diagonal pre-onditioner is used, but may be ineÆient if any of the olumns of A is too dense.The theoretial justi�ation of the overall sheme, for problems with generalobjetives and inequality onstraints, is given by Conn, Gould, Orban and Toint[2000b℄, in whih we also present numerial results that suggest it is indeed ableto solve some problems of the size we had been aiming for. More reently, weinvestigated the ultimate rate of onvergene of suh shemes, and have shownthat, under fairly general onditions, a omponentwise superlinear rate is ahievablefor both quadrati and general nonlinear programs [Gould, Orban, Sartenaer andToint, 1999b℄.Full advantage is taken of any zero elements in the matrix H or the vetors ai.An older version of QPB (using HSL MA57 rather than SILS, see x2.2.7, but withoutsome of the most reent features in QPB) is available ommerially as HSL VE12within HSL.2.2.3 QPA. The module QPA is an implementation of a seond approah to quadratiprogramming, this time of the ative/working set variety. QPA is primarily intendedwithin GALAHAD to deal with the ase where a good estimate of the optimal ativeset has been determined (so that relatively few iterations will be required). Themethod is atually more general in sope, and is geared toward solving `1-quadratiprogramming problems of the formminimizex2IRn m(x; �g ; �b) def= q(x) + �gvg(x) + �bvb(x) (2.9)involving the quadrati objetive q(x) and the infeasibilitiesvg(x) = mXi=1max(li � aTi x; 0) + mXi=1 max(aTi x� ui ; 0)and vb(x) = nXj=1max(xlj � xj ; 0) + nXj=1max(xj � xuj ; 0):At the k-th iteration of the method, an improvement to the value of the meritACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 9funtion m(x; �g ; �b) at x = x(k) is sought. This is ahieved by �rst omputing asearh diretion s(k) and then setting x(k+1) = x(k) + �(k)s(k), where the stepsize�(k) is hosen as the �rst loal minimizer of �(�) = m(x(k) + �s(k); �g ; �b) as �inreases from zero. The stepsize alulation is straightforward, and exploits thefat that �(�) is a pieewise quadrati funtion of �.The searh diretion is de�ned by a subset of the \ative" terms in v(x), i.e., thosefor whih aTi x = li or ui (for i = 1; : : : ;m) or xj = xlj or xuj (for j = 1; : : : ; n).The \working set" W (k) is hosen as the intersetion of subsets of indies i and�j from the ative terms, and is suh that its members have linearly independentgradients. The searh diretion s(k) is hosen as an approximate solution of theequality-onstrained quadrati programminimizes2IRn mQ(s) def= q(x(k) + s) + �gl(k)g (s) + �bl(k)b (s); (2.10)subjet toaTi s = 0; i 2 f1; : : : ;mg \W (k); and xj = 0; �j 2 f�1; : : : ;�ng \W (k);(2.11)where l(k)g (s) = � mXi=1aTi x<li aTi s + mXi=1aTi x>ui aTi sand l(k)b (s) = � nXj=1xj<xlj sj + nXj=1xj>xuj sj :The equality-onstrained quadrati program (2.10){(2.11) is solved by a projetedpreonditioned onjugate gradient method [Gould et al., 2001℄. The method termi-nates if the solution is found, or if a pre-spei�ed iteration limit is reahed, or if adiretion of in�nite desent is loated, along whih mQ(s) dereases without boundwithin the feasible region (2.11). Suessively more aurate approximations arerequired as suspeted solutions of (2.9) are approahed.Preonditioning of the onjugate gradient iteration requires the solution of oneor more linear systems of the form�M (k) A(k)TA(k) 0 �� pu � = � g0 � ; (2.12)where M (k) is a \suitable" approximation to H and the rows of A(k) omprisethe gradients of the terms in the urrent working set. Rather than reomputing afatorization of the preonditioner at every iteration, we use a Shur omplementmethod, reognising the fat that gradual hanges our to suessive working sets.The main iteration is divided into a sequene of \major" iterations. At the startof eah major iteration (say, the overall iteration l), a fatorization of the urrent\referene" matrix �M (l) A(l)TA(l) 0 � (2.13)ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



10 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Tointis obtained using the GALAHAD fatorization pakage SILS (see x2.2.7)|or, oneagain, optionally using HSL MA57 from HSL if this is available. This referene matrixmay be fatorized as a whole (the augmented system approah). Alternatively,systems involving (2.13) may be solved by performing a blok elimination of p andthen fatorizing A(l)M (l)�1A(l)T (the \Shur-omplement" approah). The latter isusually to be preferred when a (non-singular) diagonal preonditioner is used, butmay be ineÆient if any of the olumns of A(l) is too dense. Subsequent iterationswithin the urrent major iteration obtain solutions to (2.12) via the fators of (2.13)and an appropriate (dense) Shur omplement, obtained from SCU in GALAHAD (seex2.2.8). The major iteration terminates one the spae required to hold the fatorsof the (growing) Shur omplement exeeds a given threshold.The working set hanges by (a) the addition of an ative term enountered duringthe determination of the stepsize, or (b) the removal of a term if s = 0 solves(2.10){(2.11). The deision on whih to remove in the latter ase is based upon theexpeted derease upon the removal of an individual term, and this information isavailable from the magnitude and sign of the omponents of the auxiliary vetoru omputed in (2.12). At optimality, the omponents of u for ai terms will alllie between 0 and �g|and those for the other terms between 0 and �b|and anyviolation of this rule indiates further progress is possible.To solve quadrati programs of the form (2.1){(2.3), a sequene of problems of theform (2.9) are solved, eah with a larger value of �g and/or �b than its predeessor.The required solution has been found one the infeasibilities vg(x) and vb(x) havebeen redued to zero at the solution of (2.9) for the given �g and �b.Having proposed and implemented two very di�erent quadrati programmingmethods, an obvious question is: how do the methods ompare? We examined thisquestion in Gould and Toint [2001℄ by omparing QPA and QPB on the CUTEr QPtest set [Gould et al., 2002a℄.While for modest sized problems, started from \random" points, the two meth-ods are roughly omparable, the advantages of the interior-point approah beomequite lear when problem dimensions inrease. For problems involving tens ofthousands of unknowns and/or onstraints, our ative set approah simply takestoo many iterations, while the number of iterations required by the interior pointapproah seems relatively insensitive to problem size. For general problems involv-ing hundreds of thousands or even millions of unknowns/onstraints, the ative setapproah is impratial, while we illustrate in Table 2.1 that QPB is able to solveproblems of this size. QPB also appears to sale well with dimension, as an be seensee in Table 2.2.While suh �gures might seem to indiate that QPB should always be preferredto QPA, this is not the ase. In partiular, if a good estimate of the solution|more partiularly, the optimal ative set|is known, ative-set methods may exploitthis, while interior-point methods are (urrently) less able to do so. In partiularGould and Toint [2001℄ illustrate that QPA often outperforms QPB on warm-startedproblems unless the problem is (lose to) degenerate or very ill onditioned. Thus,sine nonlinear optimization (SQP) algorithms often solve a sequene of relatedproblems for whih the optimal ative sets are almost or atually idential, there isgood reason to maintain both QPA and QPB in GALAHAD.ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 11Name n m type its timeQPBAND 100000 50000 C 13 157QPBAND 200000 100000 C 17 1138QPBAND 400000 200000 C 17 2304QPBAND 500000 250000 C 17 2909QPNBAND 100000 50000 NC 12 32QPNBAND 200000 100000 NC 13 71QPNBAND 400000 200000 NC 14 156QPNBAND 500000 250000 NC 13 181Table 2.1. QPB on large QP examples. Runs performed on a Compaq AlphaServer DS20 (3.5Gbytes RAM), time in CPU seonds. n is the number of unknowns, and m is the number ofgeneral onstraints. C indiates a onvex problem, while NC is a onvex one. Note that thefatorization for QPBAND �lls in onsiderably more than that for QPNBAND, and this aounts for thesigni�antly higher CPU times.Name n m type its timePORTSQP 10 1 C 11 0.02PORTSQP 100 1 C 15 0.03PORTSQP 1000 1 C 26 0.09PORTSQP 10000 1 C 37 1.26PORTSQP 100000 1 C 20 9.48PORTSQP 1000000 1 C 11 72.31PORTSNQP 10 2 NC 21 0.03PORTSNQP 100 2 NC 30 0.04PORTSNQP 1000 2 NC 39 0.17PORTSNQP 10000 2 NC 32 1.70PORTSNQP 100000 2 NC 107 58.69PORTSNQP 1000000 2 NC 22 209.53Table 2.2. How QPB sales with dimension. Notation as for Table 2.1.An enhaned version of QPA (using HSL MA57 rather than SILS, see x2.2.7) isavailable ommerially as HSL VE19 within HSL.2.2.4 LSQP. LSQP is an interior-point method for minimizing a linear or separa-ble onvex quadrati funtionminimize 12 nXi=1 w2i (xi � x0i )2 + gTx;for given weights w and gradient g, over the polyhedral region (2.2){(2.3). In thespeial ase where w = 0 and g = 0 the so-alled analyti enter of the feasible setwill be found, while linear programming, or onstrained least distane, problemsmay be solved by piking w = 0, or g = 0, respetively. The basi algorithm isthat of Zhang [1994℄. LSQP is used within GALAHAD by QPB to �nd an initialstritly-interior feasible point (see x2.2.2).Note that sine preditor-orretor steps are not taken, the method is unlikelyto be as eÆient as state-of-the-art interior-point methods for linear programming.We intend to remedy this defet for Version 2.ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



12 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Toint2.2.5 PRESOLVE. The module PRESOLVE is intended to pre-proess quadratiprogramming problems of the form (2.1){(2.3). The purpose is to exploit the opti-mality equations (2.4){(2.8) so as to simplify the problem and redue the problemto a standard form (that makes subsequent manipulation easier), de�ned as follows:|The variables are ordered so that their bounds appear in the orderfree xjnon-negativity 0 � xjlower xlj � xjrange xlj � xj � xujupper xj � xujnon-positivity xj � 0Fixed variables are removed. Within eah ategory, the variables are furtherordered so that those with non-zero diagonal Hessian entries our before theremainder.|The onstraints are ordered so that their bounds appear in the ordernon-negativity 0 � (Ax)iequality li = (Ax)ilower li � (Ax)irange li � (Ax)i � uiupper (Ax)i � uinon-positivity (Ax)i � 0Free onstraints are removed.|In addition, onstraints may be removed or bounds tightened, to redue the sizeof the feasible region or simplify the problem if this is possible, and boundsmay be tightened on the dual variables and the multipliers assoiated with theproblem.The presolving algorithm [Gould and Toint, 2002℄ proeeds by applying a (po-tentially long) series of simple transformations to the problem. These involve theremoval of empty and singleton rows, the removal of redundant and foring primalonstraints, the tightening of primal and dual bounds, the exploitation of empty,singleton, and doubleton olums, merging of dependent variables, row \sparsi�a-tion" and splitting equalities. Transformations are applied in suessive passes,eah pass involving the following ations:(1) remove empty and singletons rows,(2) try to eliminate variables that do not appear in the linear onstraints,(3) attempt to exploit the presene of singleton olumns,(4) attempt to exploit the presene of doubleton olumns,(5) omplete the analysis of the dual onstraints,(6) remove empty and singleton rows,(7) possibly remove dependent variables,(8) analyze the primal onstraints,(9) try to make A sparser by ombining its rows,ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 13(10) hek the urrent status of the variables, dual variables and multipliers foroptimality or infeasibility.All these transformations are applied on the struture of the original problem,whih is only permuted to standard form after all transformations are ompleted.The redued problem may then be solved by a quadrati or linear programmingsolver. Finally, the solution of the simpli�ed problem is re-translated to the vari-ables/onstraints format of the original problem in a \restoration" phase.At the overall level, the presolving proess follows one of the following two se-quenes:initialize ! � apply transformations ! (solve problem) ! restore � !terminateor initialize ! � readspe�le ! applytransformations ! �solveproblem� ! restore � !terminatewhere the proedure's ontrol parameter may be modi�ed by reading an external\spe�le", and where (solve problem) indiates that the redued problem is solved.Eah of the \boxed" steps in these sequenes orresponds to alling a spei� routineof the pakage, while a braketed subsequene of steps means that they an berepeated with problems having the same struture.Gould and Toint [2002℄ indiate that, when onsidering all 178 linear and quadratiprogramming problems in the CUTE test set [Bongartz et al., 1995℄, an averageredution of roughly 20% in both the number of unknowns and the number ofonstraints results from applying PRESOLVE. With the GALAHAD QP solver QPB(see x2.2.2), an overall average redution of roughly 10% in CPU time results. Insome ases, the gain is dramati. For example, for the problems GMNCASE4, STNPQ1,STNQP2 and SOSQP1, PRESOLVE removes all the variables and onstraints, and thusreveals the omplete solution to the problem without resorting to a QP solver.Currently PRESOLVE is not embedded within QPA/B or LSQP and must be alledseparately, but we intend to orret this defet for Version 2.0.2.2.6 GLTR. GLTR aims to �nd the global solution to the problem of minimizingthe quadrati funtion (2.1) where the variables are required to satisfy the onstraintkxkM � �, where the M -norm of x is kxkM = pxTMx for some symmetri,positive de�nite M , and where � > 0 is a given salar. This problem ommonlyours as a trust-region subproblem in nonlinear optimization methods, and isused within GALAHAD by QPB. The method may be suitable for large n as nofatorization of H is required. Reverse ommuniation is used to obtain matrix-vetor produts of the form Hz and M�1z. The pakage may also be used to solvethe related problem in whih x is instead required to satisfy the equality onstraintkxkM = �. The method is desribed in detail in Gould et al. [1999a℄, and GLTR isa slightly improved version of the HSL pakage HSL VF05.ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



14 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Toint2.2.7 SILS. The module SILS provides a Fortran 90 interfae to the Fortran77 HSL sparse linear equation pakage MA27 (Du� and Reid 1982). The interfaeand funtionality are designed to be idential to the more reent HSL Fortran 90pakage HSL MA57 (Du� 2002), enabling anyone with HSL MA57 to substitute thiseasily for SILS throughout GALAHAD. The reason that we are fored to rely on MA27rather than the superior HSL MA57 by default is simply that the former is availablewithout harge from the HSL Arhive (http://hsl.rl.a.uk/hslarhive), whilethe latter is only available ommerially. SILS (and hene either MA27 or HSL MA57)is required by QPA/B and LSQP, and is used optionally by LANCELOT B.2.2.8 SCU. SCU may be used to �nd the solution to an extended system of n+msparse real linear equations in n+m unknowns,� A BC D �� x1x2 � = � b1b2 � :in the ase where the n by n matrix A is nonsingular and solutions to the systemsAx = b and AT y = may be obtained from an external soure, suh as an existing fatorization. Thesubroutine uses reverse ommuniation to obtain the solution to suh smaller sys-tems. The method makes use of the Shur omplement matrixS = D � CA�1B:The Shur omplement is stored and updated in fatored form as a dense matrix(using either Cholesky or QR fators as appropriate) and the subroutine is thusappropriate only if there is suÆient storage for this matrix. Speial advantage istaken of symmetry and de�niteness of the matries A, D and S. Provision is madefor introduing additional rows and olumns to, and removing existing rows andolumns from, the extended matrix.SCU is used by both LANCELOT B and QPA to ope with ore linear systemsthat arise as onstraints and variables enter and leave their ative/working sets. Aslightly simpli�ed version of SCU is available in HSL as HSL MA69.3. INSTALLATIONJust as for its immediate predeessors CUTEr and SifDe [see Gould et al., 2002a℄,GALAHAD is designed to be used in a multi-platform, multi-ompiler environmentin whih ore (soure and sript) �les are available in a single loation, and ma-hine/ompiler/operating system spei� omponents (most espeially ompiled li-braries of binaries) are isolated in uniquely identi�able subdiretories. As before,we have onentrated on UNIX and Linux platforms, prinipally beause we haveno experiene with other systems.GALAHAD is provided as a series of diretories and �les, all lying beneath a rootdiretory that we shall refer to as $GALAHAD. The diretory struture is illustratedin Figure 3.1.Before installation the sub-diretories objets, modules, makefiles, versionsand bin/sys will all be empty. The sript install galahad prompts the user forthe answers to a series of questions aimed at determining what mahine type, oper-ating system and ompiler (from a large list of prede�ned possibilities enoded in theACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.
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$GALAHAD

lanbqpb. . . other pakages . . .dummakedefssr
makefilessedsobjets
versionsarh
modules

bin sysdo man1manexamples

arhiteturearhiteture2. . . other arhitetures . . .
doublesingledoublesingle

arhiteturearhiteture2. . . other arhitetures . . .
doublesingledoublesingle

Fig. 3.1. Struture of the GALAHAD diretoriesACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



16 � N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban and Ph. L. Tointarh sub-diretory) to build GALAHAD for|we all this ombination of a mahine,operating system and ompiler an arhiteture. Eah arhiteture is assigned a sim-ple (mnemoni) arhiteture ode name, say arhiteture|for example a versionfor the NAG Fortran 95 ompiler on a PC runing Linux is oded p.lnx.n95, whileanother for the Compaq Fortran 90 ompiler on an Alpha system running Tru64Unix is alp.t64.f90. Having determined the arhiteture, the installation sriptbuilds sub-diretories of objets and modules named arhiteture, as well asfurther sub-diretories double and single of these to hold arhiteture-dependentompiled libraries and module �le information. In addition, arhiteture-dependentmake�le information and environment variables for exeution sripts are plaed in�les named arhiteture in the makefiles and bin/sys sub-diretories, and a�le reording how the ode is related to the arhiteture is put in versions.The Fortran soure odes for eah GALAHAD pakage ours in a separate sub-diretory of the sr diretory. The sub-diretory ontains the pakage soure,a omprehensive test program (along with a simpler seond test program, whihis used as an illustration on how to all the pakage in the aompanying dou-mentation), and a make�le. Sine the order of ompilation of Fortran modulesis important, and as we have seen there is a strong interdependeny between theGALAHAD pakages, the make�les have to be arefully rafted. For this reason(and in ontrast to CUTEr), we have hosen not to use variants of tools suh asimake to build and maintain the make�les. Postsript and PDF Doumentationfor all pakages is ontained in do.Not every omponent of GALAHAD is distributed as part of the pakage. Inpartiular, the HSL Arhive ode MA27must be downloaded prior to the installationfromhttp://hsl.rl.a.uk/arhive/hslarhive.htmlbefore any of the QP pakages an be used (it is optionally used by LANCELOT B).Additionally GALAHAD makes optional use of the Lin-Mor�e preonditioner ICFS,available as part of the MINPACK 2 library viahttp://www-unix.ms.anl.gov/~more/ifs/ ,and the HSL odes MA57 and MC61, whih are only available ommerially. If anynon-default ode is used, the �le pakages in the diretory sr/makedefs mustbe edited to desribe where the external ode may be found|details are given inpakages. Default dummy versions of all optional odes are provided in sr/dumto ensure that linking prior to exeution works properly.One the orret diretory struture is in plae, the installation sript buildsa random-aess library of the required preision by visiting eah of the sub-diretories of sr and alling the Unix utility make. GALAHAD pakages are allwritten in double preision, but if a user prefers to use single preision, the make-�les all suitable Unix sed sripts (stored in seds) to transform the soure priorto ompilation. A user may hoose to install all of GALAHAD, or just the QP orLANCELOT B omponents. There are also sed features to swith automatiallyfrom SILS (see x2.2.7) to MA57 if the latter is available. The ommand make testsruns omprehensive tests of all ompiled omponents.ACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.



GALAHAD, a library of Fortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization � 174. INTERFACES TO THE CUTER TEST SETAs well as providing stand-alone Fortran modules, we provide interfaes betweenLANCELOT B, QPA/B, LSQP and PRESOLVE and problems written in the StandardInput Format (SIF) [Conn et al., 1992℄, most partiularly the CUTEr test set[Gould et al., 2002a℄. To use these interfaes LANCELOT B users will need to haveinstalled SifDe (from http://uter.rl.a.uk/uter-www/sifde), while userswishing to use the interfaes to the QP pakages will additionally need CUTEr(from http://uter.rl.a.uk/uter-www).To run one of the supported pakages on an example stored in EXAMPLE.SIF, say,a user needs to issue the ommandsdgal ode pakage EXAMPLE[.SIF℄where ode is the arhiteture ode disussed in x3, pakage de�nes the pakageto be used|it may be one of lanb, qpa, qpb or pre, with aess to LSQP providedvia qpb|and the suÆx [.SIF℄ is optional. This ommand translates the SIF �leinto Fortran subroutines and related data using the deoder provided in SifDe, andthen alls the required optimization pakage to solve the problem. One a problemhas been deoded, it may be re-used (perhaps with di�erent options) using theauxiliary ommandgal ode pakageA few SIF examples are given in the examples sub-diretory, while the sdgal andgal ommands are in the bin sub-diretory, and have man-page desriptions in theman/man1 sub-diretory.One additional feature is that if the user has aess to the HSL automati dif-ferentiation pakages HSL AD01 or HSL AD02 [Prye and Reid, 1998℄, these may beused to generate automati �rst and seond derivatives for the element and groupfuntions [Conn et al., 1992℄ from whih the overall problem is re-assembled byCUTEr and LANCELOT B. Of ourse it would be better to use one of the moreommonly ourring pakages suh as ADIFOR [Bishof, Carle, Corliss, Griewankand Hovland, 1992℄, and we plan to do this in the future.As with LANCELOT A, options may be passed diretly to the solvers by meansof user-de�nable option-spei�ation �les. Eah SIF interfae has its own set ofoptions, but overall ontrol is maintained via the GALAHAD module SPECFILE.5. AVAILABILITYGALAHAD may be downloaded from http://galahad.rl.a.uk/galahad-www .There are restritions on ommerial use, and all users are required to agree to anumber of minor onditions of use.6. CONCLUSIONSWe have desribed the sope and design of the �rst release of GALAHAD, a libraryof Fortran 90 pakages for nonlinear optimization. Version 1.0 of the library par-tiularly addresses quadrati programming problems, although there is an updatedversion of LANCELOT for more general problems.In future, we intend to use the quadrati programming pakages as the basitool within one or more SQP methods for nonlinear optimization. We are urrentlyACM Transations on Computational Logi, Vol. V, No. N, April 2003.
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